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A leader s responsibility is to achieve total alignment of individuals, departments and organizational purpose.
By Gene Ference, Ph.D
HNN columnist

Editor s note: This article is based on interviews with luxury hotel executives, prim ary research and the author s views.
Few organizations operate at peak performance. Most companies lack an internal culture in which structure, processes, practic es and
resource allocations are optimized. In short, efficiencies and effectiveness operate at less - than In today s hyper - competitive world, guests paying prime rates expect the physical property to be picture perfect as well as the guarantee
of unique, one - off experiences that generate the ultimate in fond memories. Meeting and exceeding guest expectations has become a
dynamic process unto itself.
A leader s responsibility
Effective leaders develop organizational alignment to a high degree of precision where strategic documents serve as the found ation for
service culture: vision and mission statements, core values, guiding management principles and service standards effectively create
organizational momentum.These elements provide vertical thrust to the hotel s culture; their contents are continuously cascading down
and rising up from within the organization to create its essence and spirit - of - being.
Ultimately, a leader s responsibility is to achieve total alignment of individuals, departments and organizational purpose. Daily monitoring
of these performance elements and actively keeping them out in front of team members aids in clarifying the what s, how s and why s of
the service mission. To energize these strategic documents and keep them top - of - mind with all team members:
Use framed posters throughout the offices and hallways to serve as a constant reminder of the hotel s focus (vision and mission),
core values (foundation for attitudes and behaviors) and guiding management principles (behavioral performance expectations).
Bring enlarged, poster - size copies to all department meetings and place them on easels to remind employees of who we
are. ( Merely hanging them on walls does not position them to stand out in importance).
Post these documents on computer screens.
Include small sections in newsletters and other communications media.
Use portions of documents to stimulate discussions in meetings.

At this point, you might be saying to yourself, This is just common sense. But common sense isn t
common and might not be common practice, either. The key is to be systematic and continuous in
reinforcing the expectations identified in your service infrastructure.
Being clear on standards is crucial to great leadership. For example, are your people merely selling single
rooms and every - day menu items or are they upselling on behalf of the hotel? If they are just selling,
they need to change their behavior and show they are interested in the hotel s features, benefits and
offers of different room types and rates. In successful properties, department heads teach the techniques
of upselling, reading guests interests and going beyond expectations.
Guiding management
Guiding management principles are vital to a strong service infrastructure. Unfortunately, they are often
underdeveloped or overlooked. They comprise procedures that focus on how executive team members
will manage themselves and others on a day - to - day basis. Leadership is about pursuing systematic and

If developed correctly, guiding management principles reinforce the service culture by being aligned with
vision/mission and core values. There is no limit to the number of behavioral checkpoints that can be
generated. A few examples follow.
We exceed product expectations by:
developing and implementing cutting - edge technologies;
researching and developing new products;
hiring the best management talent available;
developing new ad campaigns on a continuous basis; and
analyzing feedback from team members, purveyors and guests.

We build customer loyalty and high levels of repeat business by:
employing a friendly, knowledgeable and responsive staff;
creating unique and thrilling experiences for each guest;
knowing our guests names, likes and dislikes;
anticipating guests needs, expectations and wishes; and
treating guests as family.

training staff to smile first;
wishing guests a fond farewell;
using guests names whenever appropriate; and
being visible to guests at all times.

We ensure high levels of trust by:
empowering team members to act without the fear of failure;
protecting the privacy of our staff and guests at all times;
following through with everything we set in motion;
treating everyone with respect and dignity; and
practicing open and honest communications.

We ensure open communications by:
seeking guest and staff feedback from conversations, meetings and surveys;
striving to know each team member as a professional and as a person;
delivering consistently correct messages at all times;
supporting an open - door management policy; and
listening actively and empathetically.

What effective leaders do
Effective leaders develop personal style in coaching and mentoring others. One key to developing personal relations is realiz ing people
generally do not care how much you know until they know how much you care. They determine whether to take your lead on their
impressions of how much they perceive you to genuinely care about them. Generating positive, feel - good chemistry among co - workers
and managers is a strong decision - making driver and a good reason why it is essential for every effective leader to have sound emotional
intelligence.
In addition to the usual work relationship, employees want to be entertained and have fun while doing their jobs. This part o ught to be
mainly fun Successful leaders build 360 - degree relationships by providing optimum direction, meaningful support and passionate team member
engagement to create the best possible motivational environment, maximum performance and exceptional guest experience. Employ ees
respond best if they are shown the benefit of their actions rather than just being informed to do something. People ask quest ions and seek
answers regarding how to best accomplish something. They also are looking for the why
Leadership is being fully committed to achieving peak performance consistently throughout day - to - day operations; this is different than
gaining commitment only on a philosophical level. Effective executive committees turn concept and theory into applied princip les and how to best practices. They provide visible support to all department heads and supervisors; they provide direction within the co nfines of the
big - picture; they expect accountability for responsibility; and they generate a full - court - press to having everyone on the same page,
pointed in the same direction.
What is the distribution for your team?
You can begin by asking the following questions:
1.
2.
3. How well do team members emotionally connect with co - workers and customers?
4.
5. How high is the degree of cooperation between departments?
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